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The Megaloop
Perfect for megalomaniacs.

by Stan Gibilisco W1GV
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Directional Effect
Thi s is the second most important char

acteristic of an arbitrarily longwire. A large,
strong lobe develops when a wire becomes
more than a few wavelengths long. There is a
limit to how much gain can be realized from
this lobe. See Figure 2. This is because of the
effect of radiation loss mentioned above ; but
certain long-wire configurations, like the ter
minated rhombic, can have around 30 dB of
power gain relative to a half-wave dipole .

Minor lobes, now shown in Figure 2. also
appear. and they become more numerous as
the wire is made longer . An infin itely long
wire would theoretically have infinitely many
minor lobes . A wire 50 wavelengths long
would have so many minor lobes that we
might think of them as a single field; they
would tend to blend together because of wire
sag and grou nd effects from nearby objects .

Bending the wire into a loop might be ex
pected to el iminate the directional effects and
cause the minor lobes 10 more completely
blend . The result would be a fairly uniform
radiation pattern as long as the loop was small
enough to allow some of the electromagnetic
field to travel all the way around. A loop of
infinite ci rcumference , or many miles, would
behave essentially as a straight longwire fed
somewhere along its length and running off
foreve r in opposite d irect ions.

My loop was about 100 wavelengths at 10
meters, 50 wavelengths at 20 meters, and 25
wavelengths at 40 meters . Especially towards
the top of the HF spectrum, the megaloop is
like an infinitely long. straight wire. But at 80
and 160 meters, it is not so overwhelmingly
large, and can be expected to have nea rly
omnidirectional characteristics. The polar
ization would be horizontal on all bands. The
antenna height above ground would idea lly
be at least a quarter wavelength, or 33 feet at
7 MHz , 66 feel at 3.5 MHz. and 130 feet at
1.8 MHz. I was able to get most of the anten
na up about 50 feet , the height of trees around
the field . I got wires over the trees using kites
of the inexpensive , dime-store variety (bat
kites) .

And the Third Character ist ic. , ,

Diversity! The antenna covers such a large
area that if fading is tak ing place in one
spot, reception may be good at anothe r
spot. This diversity effect is observed with
all longwires o r rhombics , and it works
for the phasing type of fading. where differ
em components of an incoming field arrive
in phase some o f the time , and out of phase
some of the time .
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Figure 1. Current intensity diminishes as th~

electromagnetic field travels a l\'a)' from lht'
feedpoiot, la) An antt'nna 50 wa velenghts
long may , in practical terms. IN considered
infinitt' . ... (b) A 100-wavdt'nglh loop with
similar characteristics.
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Figure 2. Main lobes for terminated long
wires at difft'rt'nt .....a velengths.

ho use mea sur ed abou t 700' x 1200' ,
the long way being east-west. In 1987-88, I
ran the 880-foot longwire from the house
to the west-northwest; in 1989, I ran a loop
arou nd as much o f the field as I cou ld man
age . I don' t know exactly what the cir
cumference was. but it was probably about
3800 feet , or O.7 miles.

H ave you ever wondered what would
happen if you connected your HF trans

ceiver via a transmatch to an infinitely long
wire? Or to a wire 100 miles long? O r to a
loop running all the way around the state line
of, say, Kansas?

Most hams have heard old-timers tell sto
ries of finding an unused telephone line a few
miles lo ng and using it as an antenna to wo rk
the world on a few watts.

A couple of years ago. following a serious
accident. I returned to my parents ' home to
recuperate. I got on the air with the help of
some old ham friends who donated time.
muscle, and equipment. During that winter, I
put up a lcngwirc measu ring 880 feel , and got
great results . II was a gOCN:! performer on all
band s 80 through 10 meters, and wasn' t bad
on 160. either. Mel Larson KC0P had ad
vised me to put up a longwire if there was any
opportunity; he sa id I wouldn't regret it. and I
didn 't ,

Nordo I regret my most recent experiment .
a huge horizontal loop of wire that I call the
megaloop.

A Far Out Concept

An infinite ly longwire o r loop, if either
were possible, would have ce rtai n characte r
istics. First and most significant is that a
change in frequency would make no differ
ence whatsoever in the performance of the
antenna in free space. It would have an in
finite number o f curre nt loops, no matter
what the wavelength o f the signal applied to
it. The impedance would be purely resistive ;
there would be no standing wa ves because no
power could be reflected from the end of an
endless antenna.

I 've done some experiments that suggest
that an antenna of about 50 wavel engths or
more may be considered. in practice , infinite
Iy long. As the electromagnetic field propa
gates from the feedpoint of such a longwire ,
the current and voltage loops d iminish in
magnitude the farther one gets from the sta
tion . See Figure I(a ). This is because the field
rad iates as it travels , and this radiat ion. along
with ohmic loss in the wire itself, di ssipates
the signal. Even with a perfectly conductive
wire , this effect would take place . solely be
cause ofthe radiation resista nce offree space.
By the time the field has gone about 50 wave
lengths. most of it is gone forever into the
vacuum of space . If the longwire were a loop
measuring. say , 100 wavelengths in c ircu m
ference . you'd observe a simila r effect . See
Figure I(b).

The vacant field to the north of my parents '
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In this case, the megaloop becomes a long
wire bent into a circle.

I would recommend methods 4(a) or 4(b).
but whichever method you use. a transmatch
is necessary.

If the feed method at4(b) is used. the loop
is grounded for direct current, and this is
good. Such a large antenna will develop elec
trostatic voltages because of atmospheric ef
fects. It will actually be a hazard in or near
thunder showers unless it is grounded for
direct current. AI\o\'O)'s, al\o\'O)'s disconnect the
antenna from the rig wnen you are not on the
air, winter or summer, stonns or no stonns.
Andnever operate during thunder showers or
lightning.

With method 4(a), the loop should be
grounded for direct current at a point oppo
site the station, or as nearly opposite as you
canget. An eight-foot ground rod, driven into
the earth well away from tree roots (copper
can kill trees), and some buried radials, will
ensure that you don't get clobbered when you
touch the antenna wire. Some transmarches
" ground" the antenna via the output of a
two-wire feed balun. Do not rely on your
transmatch for grounding , however, since
some do not have this feature .

Puttin2 II to the Test

Whatever theory may tell us, the way to
decide how well an antenna works is to use it.
Just because it will produce contacts does not
mean that an antenna is a good radiator . I
have worked stations over I(XX> miles away
by loading up a pair of ground rods spaced a
quarter-wavelength on 20 meters. And you
can work DX on a lightbulb.

Since I knew that a quarter-wave vertical
with several radials is not a bad antenna, I
compared the megaloop with a balloon-sup
ported vertical on 40, 80, and 160 meters. A
length of tubing was sufficient for a quarter
wave vertical on 20, 15. and 10 meters . (My
radio doesn't cover the new WARe bands.)

The qua rte r-wave out-transm itted the
megaloop on 160, and was comparable with
the megaloop on 80 meters. Ofcourse, that' s
no surprise. The megaloop did work better
for close-in stations on 80; that may be at
tributed to the better high-angle radiation
from the megaloopon this band.

As for reception, the megaloop was superi
or to the balloon vertical on 160 meters. Tbe
vertical was just too noisy. Tbere was little
difference on 80 meters. although some
close-instations were louder on the mcgaloop
than on the vertical. The megaloop at WIGV
was center-fed and grounded (marginally,
because the earth was frozen) at the far side.
This might be expected to reduce noise rome
what, along with the horizontal polarization
and the comparatively low placement of the
antenna (only 50 feet above the ground),

On 40 meters and above, verticals and the
megaloop were just about equal fo r transmit
ted and received signal strength. This would
be the expected result; both antennas are om
nidirectional (essentially) and neither has any
appreciable gain. except maybe on 10 and 15
meters. The feedpoint at WIGV was roughly
in the middle of a long east-west run of wire,
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Figure 5. On the higher HF bands. only the
southernmost leg of the loop at WIGV was
really contributing to the radiation and re
ception in the megaloop antenna system.
Nonetheless, the same basic advantages were
realized.
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FIgure 4. (a) T WO- WIre IlTIe IS the preferred
way tofeed the antenna. (b) You can alsofeed
the antenna with a transmatch having on/)'
single-wi re or coaxial output. (c) An auema
tive method ofcoaxial f eed.

Or you may leave one end of the loop free
and connect the other to the center conductor
pin or single-wire terminal. See Figure 4(c) .
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Feeding and Gmunding
The megaloop can be fed in two ways. The

preferable method is to bring the ends of the
loop together into a parallel-wire line. See
Figure 4(a). Then, to connect this line to the
output of a transmatch equipped to deal with
this kind of line.

If your transmatch does nOI have a two
wire line output. you may connect one end of
the loop to the center conductor pin of the
coaxial output, and the other end to chassis
ground. See Figure 4(b).
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Fading that occurs because of ionospheric
absorption or a change in the maximum us
able frequency (MUf) won't be reduced by
diversity techniques. It 's reasonable to ex
pect that the diversity of the antenna would
operate in transmit as well as in receive mode
so that other stations would note less fading
with the megaloop than with a small antenna
such as a quarter-wave vertical, underoondi
tions when multipath fading occurs .

The vacant field was scheduled for devel
opment , so the time was limited. I had to try
out my idea of the megaloop during the win
terof 1989-90, or never. This, plus the desire
to grand ly command the helm of such a
device. motivated me to do it. Also, I hadn't
heard much about anyone else having done it,
though surely it has been tried before.

Materials

I used aluminum fence wire, Baygard- 6
for the radiator . This six-strand wire, rein
forced with nylon, is light and strong . It
comes in rolls of a quarter-mile each. I
bought threeof these and usedjust about al lof
the wire for the megaloop.

With some nylon twine and a few old bat
kites , I snagged the wires up in the trees. even
though the wire is bare. In Minnesota, trees
are fairly good insulators if it is below freez
ing. A good breeze . about 15 mph. facilitated
the kite technique. See Figure 3. Also indis
pensable were warm mittens, as the tempera
ture hovered around zero .

Figure 3. The kite technique works best with
two people, so one can guide the fly ing line,
and the other, the drop line. Only nonconduc
tive line should be usedfor this operation.
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7,; H ' T ' ~ " " T IH::N 790
730 PRINT , PRIN T , P RINT
73 1 PRINT "THE RES ISTOR COLOR BA" DS !\RE : " FS" / "SS" / "TS
732 PRINT
740 PR INT "N - TeY AGAIN"
He PRINT "~l - MAI N MEN U"
742 M$ 0 INKEY$
743 I F M$ 0 "N " THEN 700
74 4 r r M' 0 "M " THEN i a
74 5 GOTO 742
751 r e- " 0 "0 " THEN C' 0 "BL!\CK"
752 r r " 0 " 1 " THEN C$ • "'BROWN "
75 3 IF " 0 "2 " THEN C' 0 "RED"
754 r s " 0 " 3 " TllEN C$ ~ "ORA NGE"
7 55 r r " 0 "4" TH EN C' • "YELLOW"
756 r r X, 0 .. 5" THEN C' 0 "GREEN"
757 t r ,$ 0 "6 " THEN C' 0 "BLUE "
758 H" '$ 0 " 7 " THE N C$ 0 "VI OLET "
759 t r X, 0 "8" THEN C' 0 "GRAY"
700 r s ,$ • "9" THE N OS 0 "WHI TE"
7'1 RETURN
77l IF T • , TH r:N ,,' 0 " BLACK"
772 IF T 0 I TriEN M$ 0 "BROWN"
773 r r T 0 2 TH EN M$ 0 "RI:;D"
77 4 IF T • 3 THEN "' ~ "ORANGE ..
775 r r T 0 4 THEN M$ 0 "YELLOW"
776 r r T 0 5 THEN as 0 "GREEN "
777 H ' T 0 6 THEN .'5 0 "BLUE"
77 8 IF T 0 7 THEN M' 0 "VIO LET "
779 RETURN
790 PRINT , PRIN T
79 1 PRI NT "CANNOT PROCI::SS VAL UE LESS THAN 10 OHMS "
7 92 GOTO 732

The Megaloop
Continuedfrom page 30
and it mig ht be expected that much of the
elect romagnet ic field would radiate off a long
this part of the loop before reaching the parts
running north-south. See Figure S. I tried
test ing this direct ional effect , favoring east
and west on 10 and IS meters , but I didn 't get
any conclusive results.

The primary effect I was looking for was
the diversity in the presence of mul tipat h fad
ing. Th is I d id indeed observe , especially on
the higher bands. But I wasn' t surpr ised.
Contacted stat ions reported less fading from
my signal o n the megaloop , compared to the
verticals . I have experienced this ad vantage
of geograph ically la rge antennas in the past.
with the 880-foot long wire that I put up , and
also with va riou s kite-su ppo rted sloping
longwires .

So what 's the great advantage of a mega
loop? For me , it was a chance to satisfy my
megalomania, to do something before the
real estate wa s no longer avai lable. It was
a temporary , wintertime ant enna. and I'm
glad my parents le t me do all this experi
ment ing there . I took the ant enna down as
soon as I had es tablished that it worked; I
didn 't want this huge lightning auractor giv
ing my mother anxiety all summer long. Now
all that wire sits in the basement. awaiting
some other grand project such as the 3/4 mile
kite slopcr . .. maybe . fIJ

You may write SUm Gibilisco W/ GV at 871 S.
Clevdand Avenue #/2 . St. Paul MN 55 1J6.
Please include an SASE/ or a reply.

HORI ZO N . and OHM S TO
COLORS.

Next month, in Part IV, you'll add the last
two mod ules o r Ham Systcm to your soft 
wa re. Sec you then! iii

You ma v wri te Bill Clarke WA4HL C at
RD #2 Box 455 -A . Altamont NY /2009 .
Please include a ll SASE in you request infor
motion.
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